
CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE KYOTO PROTOCOL POLITICS ESSAY

The Kyoto Protocol under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is an international
agreement that serves to reduce the amount of greenhouse gas emissions by % by The Kyoto Protocol is a crucial
movement towards a global fight against the.

Under what conditions do international regimes actually solve the global problems they set out to? Rietig, K.
Instead we have perverse policies that take advantage of loopholes in the agreement and as a result the world
is not much better off than it was in  Under the Protocol, countries must meet their targets primarily through
national measures. In the case of Great Britain, it has switched from coal to gas and thereby reduced its CO2
emissions while at the same time closing down economically unproductive coal mines. It is important,
therefore, to distinguish between a warming due to natural causes and a warming that could be due to human
activitiesâ€”such as an increase in CO2, as moderated by an increase in aerosols. The White House is also
trying to enlist public opinion behind the Protocol by organizing eighteen regional workshops that stress the
dangers of GH warming to different regions of the United States, using funds that were appropriated for
climate research. They certainly represent an intrusion on industries and consumers in the United States by a
bureaucracy that is controlled by an international elite that is not responsive to voters since it is not elected.
The targets have been a frequent target of criticism Barrett ; Bodansky ; Victor  The need for a global policy
stems from the systemic type of environmental problem being dealt with2. The observational evidence
described above suggests that any warming from the growth of greenhouse gases is likely to be minor,
difficult to detect above the natural fluctuations of the climate, and therefore inconsequential. Part of the
reason they have been successful in achieving their reductions is that they voluntarily adopted higher, more
progressive targets and a longer time frame for action. I will argue that while none of the theories precisely
covers the entirety of the issue, each provides helpful analysis falls short of clarifying the entire climate
change picture. The Myth of a "Scientific Consensus" To deflect criticism from the "scientific cleansing" of
chapter 8, attacks directed against Professor Seitz and other skeptics claimed support from a "scientific
consensus. Third, the choice to measure emission reductions using net emissions rather than gross emissions
encouraged states to pass the buck in terms of embracing sincere cuts. They can also help reduce uncertainty
on state activity Heazle ; Mattli , and develop new rules and norms surrounding management of global
commons issues Ostrom  In any case, the only poll conducted of IPCC contributors and reviewers back in
showed that, while the majority supported the chapter they worked on, this did not extend to the Summary.
The "Heidelberg Appeal," which also expressed skepticism on the urgency for global action to restrict
greenhouse-gas emissions, drew more than 4, signatures from scientists worldwide. But with climate change,
there is a real time limit on action. Its members should not concede this task to other branches of government.
These measurement decisions have had profound effects, allowing actors to claim victory when the global
reality is one of defeat. Compliance Complianceâ€”or the extent to which states alter their behavior
consistently with the provisions of an institution, is a key consideration in evaluating a regime Mitchell ;
Vezirgiannidou ; Young  Only about a hundred of the fewer than two thousand names listed in the three
volumes of the report have appropriate scientific credentials, and many of these are on record as opposing or
doubting the IPCC conclusion.


